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IN THIS paper we consider the following problem; if V is a closed smooth manifold, under 
what conditions is a map f: V-+ S” homotopic to a smooth fibration ? Browder and 
Levine [l] have given some very general conditions for the case m = 1, so we assume that 
m 2 2. 
Let us factorisefthrough a homotopy equivalence and a Hurewicz fibre map with fibre 
L. A necessary condition for our problem to be soluble is that L have the homotopy type of a 
finite dimensional CW complex. At present we also need to assume that L is l-connected. 
In $1 we define a pre-fibration to be a map with a regular value b such that f -l(b) has the 
homotopy properties of a fibre. Theorem 1 shows that the above conditions on L are almost 
sufficient to ensure that fis homotopic to a pre-fibration. 
In $4 we classify pre-fibrations over S” with given fibre F; we find that they are in (l-l) 
correspondence with the elements of a group D,_,(F). A recent theorem of Cerf [2] shows 
that every pre-fibration over S2 is equivalent to a smooth fibration, provided F is 2-connec- 
ted and has dimension at least nine. This enables us to give a solution to our problem when 
m = 2 (Theorem 2). 
The problem was suggested to me by Professor C. T. C. Wall; I am very grateful to him 
and to Dr. D. Barden for many helpful discussions. 
$1. PRE-FIBRATIONS 
If V and W are topological spaces and f: V -+ W is a continuous map, define 
X = {(u, p) : v E V, p : I -+ W such that p(0) =f(u)}, with the compact open topology. Let 
i : V + X, g5 : X+ W be defined by i(u) = (0, constant) and d(v, p) = p(l). Thenf= $i, i is a 
homotopy equivalence and 4 is a Hurewicz fibre map; the fibre of 4 will also be called the 
jibre of$ 
Let V’“+* be a smooth manifold and let f: V-r S” be a map with simply connected 
fibre L. Suppose the base-point b of S” is a regular value off, iJ f -l(b) -+ L is a weak 
homotopy equivalence and V-f -l(b) is simply connected. Then (V, f) is a pre-Jibration 
over S”; the smooth manifold f -l(b) is called thejbre of (V, f). 
Following Levine [5, $21, we define the group Pd to be Z, 0, Z, or 0 according as d = 0, 
1, 2, or 3 (mod 4). 
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THEOREM 1. Let Vm’d be a closed smooth mantfold, and let f‘: V-t Sm be a map with 
simply connectedfibre L. If m 2 2, d 2 5 and H,,(L) = 0 for all sufficiently large n, then there 
is a well-de@ed obstruction y(V, f) E Pd; f is homotopic to a pre-Jbration if and onIy if 
r(V,f) = 0. 
$2. HOMOTOPY THEORY 
LEMMA 1. Let X be a topological space and let 4 : X -+ S” be a jibre map with fibre L. 
Suppose m 2 2 and X satisfies Poincare’ duality in dimension m + d (with integer coe$icients). 
Zf H,(L) = 0 for all su$iciently large n, then L satisfies Paincare’ duality in dimension d. 
PROPOSITION. Suppose X = Y u Z, where Y, Z are open sets, and let x E H,(X) (integer 
coefficients). Let p* : H,(X) + H,( Y, Y n Z), q* : H,(X) + H,,(Z, Y n Z) be the natural 
maps (via excisions). Then there is a skew-commutative exact diagram 
H”_‘(Y, Yn Z) p’ -If”_‘(X) - H”_‘(Z) 6 --+IfK-r+l(y, Y n Z) 
I 
p&n ixn iq*xn I_xn 
a 
K(Y) - KG) - qr H&z, Y n 2) ----+Ii,-l(Y) 
Proof. The first two squares commute by naturality of the cap product. The following 
squares also commute. 
H”-‘(Z) - H”-‘(Y n 2) H”-‘(Y n Z) a --+H”-‘+l(Y, YnZ) 
I 
67&n 
I 
aq+n 
I 
ar,xn 
i 
Ptxn 
d 
H,(Z, Yn Z)LH,_,(Yn Z) H,-,(Yn Z) AH,- I(Y) 
Since 8p,x -t- aq*x = 0, the result follows. 
Proof of Lemma 1. Let a, b be distinct points of S”, and let Y = I$ -l(Sm - a), 
Z=#-‘(Sm-b). L t e r : S” + S” be an orientation-preserving homeomorphism inter- 
changing a and b; then r is covered by a fibre homotopy equivalence p : X + X. Observe 
that p induces a homotopy equivalence of pairs p : Y, Y n Z + Z, Y n Z such that, if 
x E H,+,(X), then p+p* x = q*x. There is a commutative diagram 
(1) 
Hmfd-r(y) '* -Hm+d-‘(Z) 
I 
PIxn 
I 
rlrxn 
H,(Y, Yn Z)- ‘* H,(Z, Y n Z) 
in which p* and p* are isomorphisms. 
LetR;=R”- 0,andletS:R”‘-,S”‘- a be a homeomorphism taking 0 to b. Then s 
is covered by afibre homotopy equivalence rr : L x R’“, L x Rz + Y, Y n Z. Let 8 : H,.(L) E 
H,+,(L x R”, L x Rz) be the Thorn isomorphism; then there is a unique element ,I E H,(L) 
such that o&I(A) = p*(x). There are commutative diagrams 
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(2) 
(3) 
Hd-‘(L) z Hm+d-‘(L x R"', L x RT;) zHm+d-r(I: Y n 2) 
I Ln I flln I PIxn 
09 
H,(L) E H,(L x R") ’ f&(Y) 
H m+d-r(L) r Hm+d-r(L x R”) O* - Hm+d-r(Y) 
I 2.0 I .9ln I p*xn 
H,_,(L) FE H,(L x R”, L x R;)- #* H,(Y, YnZ) 
in which O* and rs* are isomorphisms. 
Now use diagrams (I), (2), (3) and the Proposition to obtain the following skew- 
commutative xact diagram 
Hd-‘(L)- H ~~~ ::i”)-H*‘i:‘-“i 
HAL) - H,(X) - H,-,(L) - H,-,(L) 
Let x generate Hm+d(X); since Xsatisfies PoincarC duality, x n : H”‘d-r(X) E H,(X). 
Let A be defined as above, and suppose inductively that Iz n : Hd-‘(L) r H,(L) for all t 5 k. 
This is true if k is sufficiently negative, since H”(L) is zero for all sufficiently large n. By the 
5Lemma, it follows that A n : Hd-‘(L) z H,(L) for r 5 k + m - 1. Since m 2 2, this proves 
that A n : Hd-‘(L) g H,(L) for all r, as required. 
LEMMA 2. Let V” ‘d be a closed smooth manifold and let f : V + S” be a map with fibre L. 
urn 2 2, H,(L) = 0 for all suficiently large n and b is a regular value off, then i 1 f-l(b) -+ L 
has degree 1. 
Proof Let B be a disc neighbourhood of b in S” containing no critical values of J 
Let f = 4i as in $1, let T=f-‘(B), K = r#~ -l(B), BK = q5-‘(aB), F=f-l(b) and note that 
L = +-l(b). 
Now 4 1 K-t B is fibre homotopy equivalent o a trivial bundle over B. It follows that 
C/J* : H”(B, I~B) z H”(K, i3K), and similarly f* : H”(B, 8B) E’ H”(T, 8T). If IC generates 
H”(K, aK), then i*lc generates H’“(T, 8T), and there is a commutative diagram. 
ni*rr 
(4) H,(v, V - T) E H,(T, 8T) -H,_,(T) z H,_,(F) 
i, it ir ie 
4 J 1 1 A
nK H,(X, X - K) z H,(K, aK) -H,_,(K) Y H,_,(L) 
in which the horizontal maps are isomorphisms. 
By Lemma 1, L satisfies PoincarC duaIity in dimension d. Since X- K N L, 
Hnt+d_l (X - K) = 0, so the inclusion induces an epimorphism Hm+d(X) + IIF~+~(X, X - K). 
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Since i, : H,+,(V) 2 JII,,,+~(X), it follows easily that i, : f~&,,+~(t’, V- T) -+ Hm+,,(X, X-K) 
is an epimorphism. Putting r = m -4 d in diagram (4) shows that i, : Hd(F) --f H,(L) is an 
epimorphism, so i : F + L has degree 1. 
We refer the reader to [S] for some consequences of Lemma 2. In particular, there is a 
monomorphism I : Ii,(L) + I-I,(F) such that i, z = 1 : E_I(L) + H,(L), so 
H,(F) z aH,+,(L, F) 0 1 H,(L). 
If d = 2k, then the intersection of any c1 E aH,+,(L, F) with any fl E z H,(L) vanishes. 
$3. SURGERY 
We shall attempt o simplify F by surgery in V; the following lemma describes the form 
of surgery required. We assume that Vm+d is a compact smooth manifold and f : V--f S” is a 
map with no critical values in a small disc A c Sm. Choose distinct points, a, b E Int A and 
let F = f -l(b), G = f -‘(a). As usual, we assume that m 5 2. 
LEMMAS. Ifa~z~+~(v-G, F)and2kid-1, then thereisamapf’zff:V-+S” 
with no critical values in A and such that F’ = j” - ’ (b) is obtained from F by surgery, killing 3~. 
If 2k 5 d - 2 and G’ = f’ -‘(a), then there is a commutative exact diagram 
j, 
7Ck+l (V-G) - nk+l (V-G,F) : %(P) 
I I e I 
?$+I (V-G’) 2 &+I (V - G’, F’) 2 %(F’) 
in which the vertical maps are epimorphisms, and 6(or) = 0. If 2k = d 2 6 and V-G, F are 
both simply connected, then there is an obstruction t E n,(V,,,+,_,, m_1) (where Vr,s is the 
Stiefel manifold of s-frames in r-space). If 5 = 0, then f’ can be found as above. 
Proof Let d = (e,, . . . e,) be an orthonormal frame at b such that e, points along the 
great circle a b (away from a). Let B = (f,, . . . f,,J be the normal framing of Fin V induced 
by f from 8. Let the great circle a b (produced in the direction of el) meet 8A in c, and let 
I : I-+ [b, c] be the linear map sending 0 to b and 1 to c. Since f has no critical values in A, 
If”(A) is’a smooth fibration, equivalent o a trivial bundle with fibre F. Therefore there is 
animbeddingh:Fx A+Vsuchthatfh=p,:Fx A-+A. 
If 2k 5 d - 1, then aa can be represented by an imbedding u : Sk -+ F. The same is true 
if 2k = dl6 and Fis simply connected, by Lemma 6 of [6]. Let v = h(u x Z) : Sk x I-+ V; 
then v imbeds Sk x I in h(F x A) so that v(Sk x 1) n F = u(Sk) and fi 1 u(Sk) points along 
generatorsofv(SkxI). Extendv]Skxl+h(Fx~A)toamapw:Dk+‘x l+V-Gsuch 
that w u v : (Dk+’ x 1) u (Sk x I), (Sk x 0) -+ V - G, F represents LX. 
Since w avoids G, it avoids a neighbourhood N of G in h(F x A). Choose a homeo- 
morphism H: h(F x A) + h(F x A) keeping G u h(F x 3A) fixed and taking N onto a 
neighbourhood of F. We can extend H to a homeomorphism of Vby defining H ] V - h(F x A) 
to be the identity. Then Hw : Dk+’ x 1 -+ V - G is an extension of v 1 Sk x 1, avoiding F 
and such that a is represented by Hw u v : (Dk+’ x 1) u (Sk x I), (Sk x 0) --+ V - G, F. 
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If 2k s d - 1 or m 2 3, then Hw can be approximated (rel Sk x 1) by an imbedding 
w’:Dk+‘xl+V-F-Gsuchthatw’uvisasmoothimbedding. If2k=dz4andm =2 
then (by hypothesis) V - G is simply connected. It follows by methods of Whitney that Hw 
is homotopic (rel Sk x 1) to an imbedding IV’ as above. In either case CI is represented by a 
smoothly imbedded disc D c V - G with boundary S = D n F, and fi ) S points radially 
into D. 
There is an obstruction 5 E nk( v,+,_k_, , m- 1) to extending (fi , . . . f,) ] S to a partial 
normalframingofDin V. If2ksd- 1,then ~k(V~+~-k-~,,,-l)=O,~~~=O. Givensuch 
an extension, Haefliger [3, $31 shows how to perform a framed spherical modification on 
(F, 9) which kills 8~; let the resulting framed submanifold be (F’, 9’). By the tubular 
neighbourhood theorem, %’ defines an imbedding h’: F’ x A --f V, unique up to isotopy, 
with h’(x, b) = x for x E F’. To define f’ : V+ S”, put f’ (h’(F’ x A) = pz h’-’ and 
extend f’ 1 h’(F’ x aA) + S” - A arbitrarily over V - h’(F’ x A). Then f' has no critical 
values in A, F’ =f’-‘(6) and f’ . d m uces %’ from E. Using the fact that (F, %) and 
(F’, %‘) are framed cobordant in V x I, we see thatf’ z’f: 
To complete the proof of Lemma 3, it only remains to produce the commutative dia- 
gram when 21~ 5 d - 2. Observe that F’, G’ are obtained from F, G by surgeries (in V) of 
type (k -t 1, d - k) [6, $11. Since k + 1 < m ‘- k, there is an epimorphism nk(F) ‘q(F’). 
There is an imbedding $ : Dkfl x Ddmk + V such that $(Dk+l x Ddwk) n G = 
$(Sk x Ddmk)and G’istopologicallyisotopicto G” = G - $(S” x Ddbk) u$(Dk+’ x Sdek-l). 
Write G, for G u $(Dkf’ x Ddwk) = G” u $(Dk+’ x Ddmk). Since k + 2 < (m + a) - 
(k + I), the inclusion V - Go + V - G induces an isomorphism zk+l(V- G,) r 
x~+~(V - G). Since k + 1 < (m + d) - (d - k), the inclusion V - Go + V - G” induces 
an epimorphism n,,,(V- G,) -+ ?$+l(V- G”). fhCe nk+I(V- G”) z r&+r(V- G’), 
we have defined an epimorphism ?$+l(V- G) + zk+r(V- G’). 
The epimorphism 6 : Ttk+r( V - G, F) -+ $+l( V - G’, F’) is defined similarly; it is 
clear that 6(a) = 0 and the diagram commutes. This completes the proof of Lemma 3. We 
shall need to investigate the dependence of g on cc; this will be postponed until Lemma 5. 
LEMMA 4. Let Vm’d be a compact smooth manifold and let f: V-t S” be (2 2-conrtected 
map. If m 2 2 and d 2 4, then there is a map g N f with regular value b E S” such that 
g-l(b) and V - g-‘(b) are simply connected. 
Proof. We use the notation of Lemma 3, assuming (by a preliminary homotopy) 
that f has no critical values in the disc A. Since q,(V - G) = 0, the boundary 
map J : x1( V - G, F) --f n,(F) is an epimorphism. F is compact (since V is), so no(F) is finite; 
therefore we can choose elements a,, . . . CI, E q(V - G, F) such that x,(F) = {&xl, . . . da,}. 
By Lemma 3, we can do surgery to kill aa,, . . . da,, , thus killing n,(F). 
V - G has the homotopy type of a finite CW complex, so q(V - G) is generated by a 
finite set (pr, . . . /3,,}. Let cli = j* pi E n,( V - G, F), and use Lemma 3 to do surgery on 
CQ, . . . CL, in turn. If F,, G, are the resulting submanifolds of V, then there is a commutative 
exact diagram 
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n,(V - G) 2 nl(V - G, F) -0 
I I 
in which q, 8 are epimorphisms and 0(a,) = 0 for i = 1, . . . n. Therefore j,, n(pJ = 0j,@,)= 
e(OZi) = 0. Since r] is an epimorphism, rrl(V - G,) is generated by &$), . . . q@,). It 
follows from the homotopy sequence of (V - G,, E;) that ker j,, is a subgroup of rcl(V- G,). 
Therefore jr* = 0, so we have killed rcl( V - G, F). 
The following result is given in the Princeton thesis of L. C. Siebenmann. 
PROPOSITION. Let IZ, n’ be finitely presented groups and let o : TC -+ I-C’ be an epimor- 
phism. Then ker c is the normal closure of a$nite subset of 71. 
Proof. Let 7c = {x; r(x) = l}, 71’ = {x’; r’(2) = l} be finite presentations of rc, n’. 
There is a sequence of words s such that (TX = s(x’). Since cr is an epimorphism, there is a 
sequence of words t such that x’ = at(x) = t(ax). 
Observe that, in rc’, r(s(x’)) = 1 and x’ = l(s(x’)). Therefore 
~12 {x’; r’(x’) = 1, r(s(x’)) = 1, x’ = t(s(x’))} 
2 {x’, x”; r’(2) = 1, x” = s(x’), r(xn) = 1, x’ = t(x”)) 
Z {x”; r(x”) = 1, x” = s(t(x”)), r’(t(x”)) = l} 
Now QX = s(x’) = x”, so ker cr is the normal closure of the finitely many elements in 
X -'. s(t(x)) and r’(t(x)), as required. 
Since F and V - G have the homotopy type of finite CW complexes, n,(F) 
and q(V - G) are finitely presented. The inclusion now induces an epimorphism 
0 : q(F) -+ q(V - G), so ker 0 is the normal closure of a finite set {PI, . . . p,}. Choose 
ai E rc2( V - G, F) such that fii = aai; by Lemma 3 we can do surgery to kill &Q, . . . ~?a,, 
thus killing ker (r. Then the inclusion F + V - G induces an isomorphism of fundamental 
groups, and the same is true of the inclusion G + V - F. 
If m 2 3, V - G is already simply connected, so the lemma is proved in this case 
(indeed, we could have used a much simpler argument). Let B be a disc neighbourhood 
of b in Int A with a E aB. Let T = f-‘(B), and suppose m = 2. Observe that there 
are natural inclusions n.,(G) c nl(W) and rcl(S’) c nl(aT). If z generates zl(S1), then 
rc,(G) u (z} generates q(aT) and z is in the centre of n,(Z). Let A : n,(aT) -+ n,(T) 
and p : n,(aT) + x1( V - T) be induced by inclusions. 
By Van Kampen’s theorem, q(V) is obtained from rcr(T),rc,(V - T) by adding 
relations A(a) = I (for all cc E rc,(G)) and A(z) = p(z). Since 11 n,(G) --) rc,(T) and 
~1 I n,(G) --) x,(V - T) are isomorphisms, and A(z) = 1, q(V) is obtained from nl(V - T) 
by adding the relation p(z) = 1. But q(V) = 1, so x1( V - T) is generated by conjugates 
of p(z). Since p is an epimorphism and z is the centre of rcl(aT), p(z) is in the centre 
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of rrr(V- T). Therefore nr(F) z rcr(V - F) is cyclic, and both are isomorphic to 
H,(V- F) Z H,(V- T). 
Sincefis 2-connected, f* : Hz(V) + H2(S2) is an epimorphism. Clearlyf, : H,(T, JT) 
r H,(B, al?), so by excision f* : H,(V, V - T) E H,(S2, S2 - B). Therefore there is a 
commutative exact diagram 
(5) H,(V) 2 H2(V1 v - T) -H,(V - T) -0 
I I 
1 f* T’ 
H,(S ‘> - H,(S2, s2 - B) 
It follows that q* is an epimorphism, so H,(V - T) = 0. This proves Lemma 4. 
Proof of Theorem 1. By Lemmas 1 and 2, L satisfies Poincart duality in dimension d and 
i : F -+ L has degree 1. Since L is simply connected, f is 2-connected, so by Lemma 4 we may 
assume that F and V - Fare simply connected. It follows from the remarks after Lemma 2 
that i : F+ L is 2-connected. Suppose inductively that i has been made k-connected 
(4 s 2k 5 d) and V - F is simply connected. 
Diagram (4) shows that i *:H,(V, V-T)~‘tf~(x,X-K)for rsk+m-l,andi, 
is an epimorphism for r = k + m. Applying the 5-Lemma to the exact homology sequences 
of (V, V - T) and (X, X - K), we see that (X - K, V - T) is homologically (k + m - l)- 
.- -- 
connected. Since V - T and X - K are simply connected, (X - K, V - T) is (k + m - l)- 
connected. Write M = 4-‘(a); then (X - AJ, V - G) is (k + m - 1)-connected. By the 
5-Lemma, i, : 7rnk+r(V- G, F) -+ ~Q+~(X - A4, F) is an epimorphism. 
Let /I E Hk+l(L, F); then p is the Hurewicz image of some y E nk+r(L, F). Let r) be the 
image of y m Q+~(X - M, F). There is an element c( E ~c~+~(V - G, F) such that IZ = i*cq 
since i, is an epimorphism. By Lemma 3, we can do surgery to kill & if 2k 5 d - 1. The 
Hurewicz image of aa is a/3; since 8 : Hk+,(L, F) --t H,(F) is a monomorphism, surgery on CI 
kills j?. Note that V - F is still simply connected. 
If 2k 5 d - 2, we can use this construction to kill Hk+l(L, F) (which is finitely generated 
since it is isomorphic to a subgroup of H,(F)). Thus we have completed our inductive step; 
it remains to consider the cases 2k = d - 1 and 2k = d. 
If 2k = d - 1 and k is even, we can use the methods of Kervaire and Milnor [4, $51 to 
kill Hkfl(L, F). If k is odd, the argument of [4, $61 applies, provided we show that the 
framing used to construct a spherical modification can be altered by any element in the 
kernel of the map n,(SO,+,) --f rck(SO). But this is proved in [S, $41, so we can kill 
Hk+l(L, F) whenever 2k = d - 1 2 4. 
If 2k = d and /3, /J” E Hkfl(L, F), we write p. /Y for the intersection number 13p. a/?‘. 
This defines a non-singular bilinear form on H k+l(L, F) (which is a free Abelian group). 
Given p E Hk+l(L, F), we can construct y, v], a as above. When we try to apply Lemma 3 to 
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kill &x, we meet an obstruction e E nk(Y,+,_,, m-1). If k is even, Q(Y,,,+~_~, m-1) g 2. If 
k is odd, then nt(Y,,,+,_,, ,,,-1) g 2, unless m = 2, when x~(Y~+~, 1) 2 Z. We write t2 for 
the element of Z, which corresponds to the reduction of < mod 2. 
LEMMA 5. If k is even, then 5 is zero when /I. /I vanishes. Jf k is odd, then rz depends oniy 
on 6, and the map fl+ t, defines a quadratic function on Hk+l(L, F) with values in Z, . A 
primitive element fl can be killed if t2 = 0. 
Proof: The result for k even is given in [5, 4.101. Suppose k is odd, and represent a by 
an imbedded disc D as in the proof of Lemma 3. Then t(Y) 1 S has a canonical framing $9 
which extends over T(Y) 1 D. Let (gl, . . . gk+& be the canonical framing of t(D) 1 S, so 
9, = (f2) . . . f,, g,, . . . gk+J is a partial framing of r(Y) IS. Then 9, s0 define an element 5 
Of %( y~+2k, ) z Z, . mfk It is easily checked that 5 is the image of 5 under the epimorphism 
Q(Y~+~-~, m_1) + z~(Y~,.~~, ,,,+& so [ can be identified with c2. 
Clearly 5 depends only on the regular homotopy class of S in F and the homotopy class 
of (D, S) in (Y, F). But two immersed k-spheres in F which are homotopic are necessarily 
regularly homotopic, so [ (and hence c2) is determined by the homotopy class of (D, 5’) in 
(Y, F). 
Now y, q are uniquely determined by p; let a, a’ E xk+1( V - G, F) be such that 
i,a = i,cc’ = q. Let 6 be the image of a - a’ in Q+~( Y, F). Then i,6 is the zero element of 
n,+,(X,F)F);;but i*, G+~(V,F) + nk,.l(_%/, F) is an isomorphism, so 6 = 0. This proves that 
r2 depends only on fl. It follows by the argument of [S, 4.21 that, for p, p’ E H,+,(L, F), 
MP + P’) = MB) + UP’) -I-@.B’)z * 
Finally, suppose p is a primitive element of Hk,,(L, F) and {&?) = 0. If m 2 3, it 
follows that g = 0, so fi can be killed using Lemma 3. Now suppose m = 2, and let r(D) be 
2a times a generator of n,(V k+l,l) (where a is an integer). Following Levine [5, 4.111, we 
construct a new disc D, with the same boundary S as D but with Q&) = 0. 
Let S, be a (k + 1)-sphere immersed in a small (m f d)-disc in V -(F u D) with self- 
intersection umber -a. Join D and So by a tube to obtain an immersion of D,, = D # SO 
with self-intersection umber -a. Then the given framing (f, , . . . f,) on S = 8 DO can be 
extended over D, (see 15, 4.111). 
Since p is a primitive element, there is an element 8 E Hk+ l(L, F) such that 8. j? = a. 
Diagram (4) defines an isomorphism H,(F) 2 Hk+J V, V - T); let 3 E Hk+ 2( Y, V - T) be 
the image of 80. Since i*(8) = 0, it follows from diagram (4) that !.+(a$) = 0. The pair 
___ - 
(X - K, V - T) is (k + I)-connected, so a$ is spherical in Y - T. By Lemma 6 of [6], at+ 
can be represented by an imbedded sphere S, in V - T, meeting DO transversely. It can be 
checked that the intersection umber D, and S, is a. Join DO and S, by a tube to obtain an 
immersion D, = D, # S, with zero self-intersection umber. 
Since a$ is a boundary in V, the intersection number a$. &,b is zero. It follows from 
Lemma 7 of [6] that S, has trivial normal bundle in Y. Therefore the given framing on 
S = aD, can be extended over D,. Since V - F is simply connected, D, is regularly homo- 
topic to an imbedded isc D, such that dD, = S = D, n F. Now we can do surgery on D, , 
killing p as required, and Lemma 5 is established. 
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If 2k = d 2 6 and k is even, we have shown that any element p E Hk+l(L, F) with 
P./J = 0 can be killed. It follows from arguments of Milnor [6, $61 that Hk+l(L, F) can be 
killed provided it has zero signature. It also follows that the intersection pairing on 
Hktl(L, F) has determinant f 1 and is even, so its signature 0 is divisible by 8. Define 
y( V, f) = a/8 = (l/8) (signature of F - signature of L). 
By the Hirzebruch signature theorem, the signature is equal to (Lj( V) u f*[S”], [VI), 
where k = 2j, Lj(V) is the Hirzebruch class in H“( V; Q) and [Sm], [Y] are the fundamental 
classes in H”(S’“), H,,,+d(V). Therefore y(V, f) is equal to (1/8)((L,(V) uf*[S”], [VJ) - 
signature of L), which depends only on the homotopy class off and the manifold V. 
Now suppose 2k = d and k is odd. Let y( V, f) be the Arf invariant of the quadratic 
function t2 on Hk+l(L, F). The methods of [6, $81 show that Hk+l(L, F) can be killed pro- 
vided y( V, f) = 0. 
In all cases, therefore, Hk+l(L, F) can be killed if y( V, f) = 0; note that V - F remains 
simply connected. It follows by Poincare duality that f is homotopic to a pre-fibration 
provided y( V, f) = 0. To complete the proof of Theorem 1, we have to show that y( V, f) is 
invariant under a homotopy off when d = 2k and k is odd. It is enough to show that, if f is 
homotopic to a pre-fibration, then y( V, f) = 0. But this follows from an argument similar to 
that of [5, 4.4.1. 
$4. CLASSIFICATION OF PRE-FIBRATIONS 
Two pre-fibrations (V, f) and (V’,.f’) over S” are equivalent if there is a diffeomorphism 
e : V + V’ such that f =f’e on a neighbourhood off -l(b). It follows that f N f ‘e : V + Sm. 
We shall take the north pole of S” as base-point, and shall identify D” with the northern 
hemisphere. Let DA(F) be the group of diffeomorphisms of F x S” keeping F x D” fixed. 
Let D:(F) be the subset of D;(F) consisting of diffeomorphisms which are concordant o the 
identity keeping F x D” fixed. Then D:(F) is a normal subgroup of D;(F); define 
D,(F) = D;(F)/D,“(F). 
LEMMA 6. Let Fd be a cIosed simply connected smooth manobld. If m 2 2, m + d 5 6, 
then equivalence classes of pre-fibrations over S” withJ?bre Fare in (l-l) correspondence with 
elements of D,_,(F). 
Proof. Let P,,,(F) be the set of equivalence classes of pre-fibrations over S” with 
fibre F. Ifh: FxS”-‘+FxS”-’ represents an element of D,,,_l(F), define V = 
(F x D*) u,, (F x 0”). Let fi : F x D” --, Dm be a continuous extension of pz h-‘, and 
define f = pz u f2 : V-, D” u1 D” = Sm. Let j : F x D” --f V be the inclusion of the first 
stimmand; we shall identify F withj(F x 0). 
By Van Kampen’s theorem, V is simply connected. It follows from diagram (5) that f is 
2-connected. Suppose inductively that i : F-+ L is k-connected; it follows from diagram (4) 
that i : V - F --) X - L is (k + m - I)-connected. Since h leaves F x D”-’ fixed, we deduce 
that i : F+ L is (k + m - 1)-connected, completing the induction. Therefore (V, f) is a pre- 
fibration over S” with fibre F. It is easy to see that the equivalence class of (V, f) depends 
only on the concordance class of h, so we have defined a map 6 : D,_,(F) + P,,,(F). 
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Suppose hi, h, represent elements of D,_,(F) such that 8(h,) = B(h,). Define V, ,f, , jr 
from h, as above (r = 1, 2); there is an equivalence : VI + V, . By the tubular neighbour- 
hood theorem, we may choose e so that ej, = j, . Thus h, h;’ : F x S”-l+ F x ,S”-l can 
be extended to a diffeomorphism F x Dm + F x D*. Since hz h; 1 keeps F x D”-’ fixed, it 
follows easily that it represents the identity element of D,_,(F). Therefore 8 is a mono- 
morphism. 
We now show that any element CI E P,(F) is in the image of 8. Recall that Dm is the 
northern hemisphere of Sm; we shall identify 20” with the region to the north of the 
Antarctic circle. Now c( is represented by a pre-fibration (V, f) such that f has no critical 
values in 20”. Choose an imbedding j : F x 20” -+ V such that fj = pz : F x 20” -+ 20”. 
We shall show that the closure of the complement ofj(F x 0”) is diffeomorphic to F x D”, 
and is attached to j(F x 0”) by an element of D,_,(F). 
Let B be an m-disc in 20” - D”. Let b : S”-’ -+ aB be an orientation-reversing diffeo- 
morphism which extends to a diffeomorphism D” -+ B. Let a : D”-l x I -+ 20” - D” - B 
be an imbedding such that a, : Dm-’ -+ S”-l is the inclusion and a,, = ba,. Let A = 
D” u B u a(D”-’ x I) (so A is topologically an m-disc), a,A = aB - a,,(Dmel), 
a,A = sm-l - Dm-’ and a,A = a(S*-’ x I). Define W = V -j(F x A), a, W =j(F x &,A) 
a, W =j(F x d,A) and a,W = j(F x a,A). Then W is a smooth manifold with corners, and 
aw=a,w~a,w~a,w. 
Recall that W N V - F is simply connected, by definition of pre-fibration. Clearly 
d, W and d, W are simply connected. It follows from diagram (4) that the inclusion 
j(F x B) c V - j(F x 0”) is a homotopy equivalence, so a, W c W and a, W c W are 
homotopy equivalences. Thus W is a (relative) h-cobordism between a, W and a, W. By 
Smale’s theorem [7], we may extend j(l x a) : F x Smw2 x I-+ a,W to a diffeomorph- 
ismZ:Fx D*-‘xl+WwithZ,=j(l xb)lFx Dm-l+a,W. Itfollowsthatthereisa 
~. 
diffeomorphism k : F x S”-l x I+ V -j(F x 0”) -j(F x B) such that j(1 x a) = 
klFx D”‘-‘XI and k,=j(l xb). Thus h=k;‘jlFxSm-l+FxSm-l represents 
an element of D,_,(F). It is easy to see that (V, f) represents f3 (h), so we have proved that 0 
is an epimorphism, and therefore an isomorphism. 
If m = 2, d )= 9 and Fis 2-connected, we can strengthen our result by using the following 
theorem of Cerf [2]. 
THEOREM. Let Fd be a 2-connected closed smooth manifold, and let h : F x I -+ F x I be a 
diffomorphism with h 1 F x 0 = 1. If d 2 9, then there is an isotopy of F x I keeping F x 0 
jixed and taking h to the identity. 
This implies the following result about D,(F). 
COROLLARY. If Fd is a 2-connected closed smooth manifold and d 2 9, then every 
element of Dl(F) can be represented by a diffeomorphism h : F x S1 + F x S’ with 
p2h=p2: FxS1--+S’. 
Suppose h satisfies the conditions of this corollary. Define V as in the proof of Lemma 
6. In the definition of f: V -+ S2, f2 : F x D2 -+ 0’ is any continuous extension of 
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pzh-l =pz. If we take fi = pz, then f = pz u p2 : V -+ S2 is a fibration. The differential 
structure on V is defined by means of collar neighbourhoods of F x S1 in F x D2. If these 
are chosen suitably, thenfis a smooth fibration representing B(h). Therefore, under the con- 
ditions of the above corollary, every pre-fibration over S2 with fibre F is equivalent to a 
smooth fibration. Combining this with Theorem 1, we obtain the following result. 
THEOREM 2. Let Vdt2 be a closed smooth manijbld and let f: V+ S2 be a map with 
2-connectedfibre L. If d 2 9 and H,(L) = 0 for all sujiciently large II, then there is a well- 
defined obstruction y( V, f) E Pa; f ’ IS h omotopic to a smoothjibration U’and only if y(V, f) = 0. 
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